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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Prior to the 1960s black children rarely saw a black
child's or a black adult's picture (in a positive light)
in children's literature. To understand that statement,
one must first understand the mind set during that time
of struggle.
As James Baldwin puts it, 'one writes out of one
thing only — one's own experience.' The credentials
of the writer who undertakes a book about blacks must
include a black perspective based on an appreciation
of the black experience. 'Good intentions' are not
enough. The writer of books about black children
must understand the importance of ethnic conscious
ness before writing about the goal of ethnic irre
levancy. 1
Also,
. . .The Negro, most of them say, is lighthearted,
irresponsible, careless; he lives in the present,
like a child or a beast; he does not aim high or
persist; he is fond of big words and gay colors; he
wants to strut, to display himself, rather than to
be; and therefore, seen against the background (or
the foreground, if you will) of a civilization which
he apes with fantastic imitation, he is a subject
for comedy, not for tragedy. . . .For white writers
. . .the portrait of blacks as found in the works
of George M. Gable, Thomas Nelson Page, Joel Chandler
Harris and Thomas Dixon was a 'true' re-creation of
the essential nature of blacks. It wasn't until the
appearance in 1933 of Negro Characters As Seen by
White Authors by Sterling A. Brown that these por
traits were labeled for what they were and are:
stereotypes.2
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Thus, this is how the black has been portrayed in the
literature, especially children's literature. Much of
the literature up to the 1960s reflected a sordid picture
of how blacks saw themselves. Studies have been performed
by noted psychologists regarding blacks and their identity
crisis. One such psychologist, Kenneth B. Clark, in his
book' Prejudice and Your Child, found that race and color
were critical factors in the development of self-image
and self-esteem in black children. Clark, most noted
for his 'doll test,1 which was used in Brown v. The
Board of Education school desegregation case, provided
evidence that black children saw themselves as inferior
to white children — a clear sign of low self-esteem.
The 'Doll's Test Study1 expanded on his wife's master's
thesis research at Howard [University], in which she
sought to understand the development of self-images in
children, in addition to the 'doll test,' Clark is known
for the 'coloring test,' perceiving self-images of black
children, in the 'color test' the children were indivi
dually tested by requesting that they color a leaf, apple,
orange and mouse. A correct response led to the assumption
that the child knew his or her colors. The second stage
of the test involved each child coloring pictures of a
boy and a girl. The boys were instructed to color the
boy their color and to color the girl the color they like
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little girls to be. Similar instructions were given to
little girls, substituting girl for boy and boy for girl,
respectively. Clark's testing revealed that the black
children with fair skin coloration, colored the pictures
representing themselves with the lighter shades of crayon
— white or yellow. Darker complexioned children also
used the white or yellow crayon. The white or yellow
crayon was used when the pictures of the opposite sex
were colored. Their refusal to choose appropriate colors
for themselves were indications of low self-esteem and
of self-rejection, especially when their actions included
initially choosing one crayon color and rejecting it for
another color which was usually of a lighter shade. They
colored what they were accustomed to seeing in books and
pictures and in the shades with which they were familiar.
Because of this factor, they related to being white, so
they associated white to be the color of choice. The
•coloring test,1 as with the 'doll test,1 reflected an
attitude that the black child is identified with something
that is rejected so therefore he rejects himself.
"in the 'doll test', 60 percent of the children
tested preferred the white doll over the brown doll."3
If the images black children see in books are positive
white roles and negative black roles, then they begin
to believe that they, being black, brown, or tan, are
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inferior or ugly. To correct this notion, writers and
illustrators must portray blacks in a positive image.
One of the questions often discussed in literary
circles is whether it would be possible to write a
book about a black without identifying him as such.
The answer is a resounding - NO. In considering this
question Morris Beja has said, in It Must Be impor
tant; Negroes in Contemporary American Fiction, that
"to ignore their racial plight is to deny the quality
of their existence, is to commit the one unpardonable
sin.4
The major problem with books about blacks, just
like the 'doll test' and the 'coloring test,1 is how the
author perceives black people. Early in literature,
blacks were assigned a role and the author did not let
blacks step outside that role. Whether blacks approved
or disapproved, the image of the black that emerges from
the sample of children's literature that Broderick ana
lyzed, i.e., Mary Jane, Sounder, Call Me Charley, and
The Complete Tales of Uncle Remus, does reflect a high
degree of reality in terms of how a great part of white
America views black America.
Because of the civil rights movement, times changed.
A generation ago, white children were taught to look
directly at black people and pretend that they did
not realize that they were black. Viewing such be
havior today, it appears to be the most unsophisti
cated and racist behavior imaginable. But at the
time it was a sincere effort by an ignorant white
populace, who were truly concerned about equality,
to pretend that differences did not exist.5
In The Negro In American Fiction (1937), Sterling
Brown did include one paragraph concerning children's
books in which he pointed out that the Negro children
have generally been written of in the same terms as
their mothers and fathers, as quaint, living jokes,
designed to make white children laugh. He observed
further that there was some small trend toward writ
ing about black children with sincere and informed
sympathy.6
To judge children's literature in terms of the racial
attitudes presented in them is actually judging whether
the writer has gone beyond stereotypes and presented blacks
as they are in real life. Real life literature will give
black children a sense of identity and self-respect.
Good books, the ones that show blacks in real life form,
depict black children as individuals whose identity in
cludes names, home life, family, friends, toys, hobbies,
etc. These books give black children a sense of self-
esteem and pride about themselves. Books of this type
assure the black child that he, too, is visible, that
he is important enough to be reflected in children's books.
Due to the absence of positive black images in
children's literature prior to the 1960s, one can assume
that requests are constantly made for books that provide
favorable and realistic portrayals of blacks. If black
children can see faces and hear stories about black people
in a positive setting, it could possibly inspire them
to become better individuals and achieve higher goals.
Major publishing companies sought black authors and il
lustrators to encourage them to write books for and about
black children and young adults. These books were to
portray black children in everyday, realistic settings
through pictures and stories.
Although publishers and librarians recognized the
abilities of black authors and illustrators, Glyndon Greer
realized that they were not recipients of children's lite
rature awards. Greer also realized that literature which
depicted African American characters in a positive fashion
was not highlighted through the literary awards process.
There were awards for authors and illustrators that
sparingly honor black authors and illustrators. Mrs.
Greer dreamed of an award that honored black authors
and illustrators exclusively; with this idea and plenty
of hard work, The Coretta Scott King Award was founded
in 1970. This is the only children's book award that
solely honors black authors and illustrators.
This paper documents the need that existed to esta
blish an award for black authors and illustrators. This
award enables authors and illustrators to be recognized
for their literary accomplishments. This paper can also
be used as a reference guide in ordering and purchasing
the Coretta Scott King Award books. Each entry lists
author, title, illustrator, place of publication, pub
lisher, date, pagination, and then gives a thorough an
notation of the book. Also included are Library of
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Congress subject headings and the Dewey classification
of the book. The books listed can be used as read-aloud
and read-along books for home, school, library,
professional or private organizations or clubs.
Purpose
The primary purpose of this paper is to annotate
the books that have received The Coretta Scott King Book
Awards for the years 1970 through 1990. These annota
tions will make accessible, in one document, a listing
of the books, provide general information about each book,
along with complete bibliographic information. Finally,
this paper, in providing this information, will serve
as a reference of books for children on the black ex
perience written and illustrated by black authors and
illustrators.
Scope and Methodology
This annotated bibliography consists of winners
of The Coretta Scott King Book Award from 1970 through
1990. The books were acquired from the Atlanta Uni
versity Center Robert W. Woodruff Library, several of
the branches of the Atlanta Fulton Public Library, two
branches of The Clayton County Public Library, and se
lected Atlanta Public School Media Centers.
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Each book was read and an annotation written and
refined before another book was reviewed for annotating.
Pull bibliographic citations are given along with eval
uative/descriptive annotations. An indication of the
reading level and subject heading for each book is also
included.
Titles are arranged chronologically by year of re
ceipt of the award, included in this paper are cross-
referenced indices to make the books more accessible.
The books may be located by author, title, subject and
classification.
Significance of the Study
This annotated bibliography is significant in that
it will be helpful to librarians and media specialists
who purchase and recommend books regarding ethnicity to
teachers, parents, students and the general public. It
can serve as a source of titles with positive, non-ste
reotypical images of black life, culture, and folktales
that are intended for all children, in addition, this
annotated bibliography will be important for use with
various groups such as Girl and Boy Scouts of America,
churches, civic groups, and children's groups, to build
self-esteem, for recreation and for information. Since
many children need role models, these books by black
9
authors and illustrators, certainly contain characters
and pictures that serve that purpose. Black illustrators,
using the environment, can draw positive images with which
black children can relate and identify.
This annotated bibliography can help to produce
an awareness of the need for additional annotated bibli
ographies of literature in subject areas for children
and young adults. It will also help to stimulate a
child's curiosity about the African American experience




1Dommarae MacCann and Gloria Woodard, The Black
American in Books for Children; Readings in Racism
(Metuchen, NJ: The Scarecrow Press, inc., 1972), 15.
^Dorothy M. Broderick, images of the Black in Chil
dren's Fiction (New York: R. R. Bowker Company, 1973),
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF THE
CORETTA SCOTT KING AWARD
This section of the study will focus on the history
and development (including the objectives) of the award,
book selection criteria, number and frequency of award,
selection of jury to administer the award, deadline for
nomination of candidates, selection of books to receive
the award, form/or type of award, and the Coretta Scott
King Award seal. Information which follows is from the
15th Annual Coretta Scott King Book Award Presentation
held at the 103rd Annual Conference of the American Li
brary Association in Dallas, Texas in 1984.
History and Development
The Coretta Scott King Award was Glyndon Greer's
dream. Greer, a school librarian in Englewood, New Jersey
during the civil rights movement, was concerned that there
were no awards that recognized black authors and illu
strators. She envisioned an annual award that would re
cognize the talents of black authors and illustrators
and encourage them to continue writing and illustrating
books for children and young adults. Greer decided that
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her dream must become a reality if black authors and illu
strators were to receive the accolades they were entitled.
While attending the Annual Conference of the Ameri
can Library Association in Atlantic City, New Jersey in
1969, Greer, John Carroll, a book publisher, and Mable
McKissick, organized the Coretta Scott King Award. Du
ring the first year, the organizers of the award were
joined by four other librarians: Harriet Brown of New
York City, Beatrice James, president of the New Jersey
Library Association, Roger McDonough, New Jersey State
Librarian, and Ella Yates, assistant director, Montclair
Public Library. From its beginning, the award was de
signed to commemorate and foster the life, works, and
dreams of the late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and to
honor Mrs. Coretta Scott King for her courage and de
termination to continue the work for peace and world
brotherhood. Furthermore, the award was created to en
courage black authors and illustrators to promote the
cause of peace and brotherhood through their works and
to motivate children and young adults to dedicate their
talents and energies to help achieve these goals, and
to urge them to make Dr. King's dream their dream.
Lillie Patterson received the first award in 1970
for her book, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.: Man of Peace.
Both the first book exhibit and the award presentation
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were a success. Greer's dream was becoming a reality.
With the aid of Ruth Hayford, her assistant, Greer began
to contact other librarians, publishers, authors and illu
strators and inform them about the award.
The first two awards were presented at the annual
spring conference of the New Jersey Library Association
in Atlantic City. During the early stages of the award's
development, 1969 through 1973, the New Jersey Library
Association, the Englewood Middle School and Dwight Morrow
High School Library Councils served as the sponsoring
organizations for the award. Greer's commitment to and
enthusiasm for the Coretta Scott King Award became a part
of her daily life, and she involved nearly everyone with
whom she came in contact, so much so, that she was able
to obtain awards and prizes from prominent sponsors and
donors. Roger McDonough urged the organizers to cele
brate the award during the American Library Association
summer conferences, it was considered to be of such great
importance, that it should be shared by all, not just
the librarians in New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania.
The third annual award was presented at the first Coretta
Scott King Award Breakfast, held at the American Library
Association's Annual Conference in 1972 in Chicago, Illi
nois.
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When Greer moved to Atlanta, Georgia in 1972, Minnie
Clayton, then Archivist for the Martin Luther King, Jr.
Center for Social Change, helped Greer to manage the award,
but the work was becoming too demanding. Thus, a deci
sion was made to transfer the award's operation to
Atlanta University's School of Library and information
Studies which became the sponsoring organization in 1973.
Greer served as chair and Dr. Virginia L. Jones served
as its co-chair.
in 1974, the committee honored an illustrator in
addition to an author. The award went to George Ford
for his illustrations in Ray Charles by Sharon Bell
Mathis, who also received the author's award. The Co-
retta Scott King Award Seal was also designed in 1974.
Lev Mills, the internationally known Atlanta based ar
tist, designed the seal for the book jacket to identify
the publication as a Coretta Scott King Award winner,
in 1975 Joyce White Mills, started the Coretta Scott
King Award Book Pair.
Ties with the Atlanta University School of Library
and information Studies were discontinued in 1976. Greer,
during 1976-1979, used the basement of her home in Atlanta
as headquarters for the award. It was governed jointly
by an awards committee and an advisory board. The two
groups were made up of librarians from the Atlanta Fulton
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Public Library, the Atlanta University Center Colleges,
the Atlanta Public Schools, persons from the civic,
community, business and educational sectors of Atlanta.
The co-chair at that time was Ella Gaines Yates, then
Director of the Atlanta Fulton Public Library System.
In addition, colleagues in the American Library Asso
ciation and a host of Greer's friends and associates from
all over the United States completed the membership in
these two governing groups.
The Coretta Scott King Award celebrated its tenth
anniversary at the Annual Conference of the American
Library Association in Dallas, Texas in 1979. The awards
committee and advisory board merged to form the Coretta
Scott King Award Task Force. Under the leadership of
E. J. Josey, then Chief, Bureau of Special Library Service,
New York State Library, the merger placed the award under
the Social Responsibilities Round Table (SRRT) within
the American Library Association. Greer served as the
first chair of the SRRT Coretta Scott King Award Task
Force. The collection of award winning and honorable
mention books was temporarily moved from Atlanta to the
School of Library Media at Alabama A & M University in
Normal, Alabama during 1979.
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The library world was saddened with the death of Glyndon
Flynt Greer on August 24, 1980. She remained the
moving force behind the award until the end. Mrs.
Greer was able to see her dream of an award to honor
Black authors and illustrators become a reality.
Glyndon Flynt Greer will long be remembered for her
determination and dedication to keeping a dream alive.
At the time of her death, the Coretta Scott King Award
had already become one of the most prestigious awards
in American librarianship.l
Harriet Brown, appointed acting chair of the SRRT
Coretta Scott King Award Task Force in 1980, had been
active with the award since its beginning in New Jersey,
in 1981, Effie Morris assumed responsibility as chair
of the award. She was the former Coordinator of Children
Services at the San Francisco Public Library.
Under Morris1 tenure as chair, the award met ALA criteria
and became an official ALA unit award at the 1982 annual
conference.
The Coretta Scott King Award has expanded to a re
markable degree. The early morning breakfast has become
a tradition with American Library Association conferees.
During the breakfast, awards and presentations are given
as well as acceptance speeches. All presentations are
now recorded, and awardees1 acceptance speeches are being
collected for publication. A certificate was developed
for the Honorable Mention Award recipients. The seals
have been reprinted and are now available for purchase.
Through the dedicated efforts of Glyndon Flynt Greer
and a host of others who shared her dream, multi-
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talented black authors and illustrators now receive
the recognition they have long deserved. Moreover,
through the Coretta Scott King Award, young aspiring
black writers and illustrators have the incentive
to develop their talents and to keep "The Dream1
alive.2
Selection Criteria
The award is given to a black author and a black
illustrator for an outstanding inspirational and educational
contribution. The books promote understanding and appreci
ation of the culture of all peoples and their contributions
to the realization of the American dream. The Award is
further designed to commemorate the life and works of
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and to honor Mrs. Coretta
Scott King for her courage and determination to continue
the work for peace and world brotherhood.
The Award is presented at the Annual Conference of
the American Library Association. The Award consists
of a plaque and a cash award, (donated by Johnson Publi
cations) of $250, to the author and $250 to the illustra
tor. Encyclopedia Britannica, inc. and World Book, inc.
donate sets of encyclopedias, (Britannica to the author
and World Book to the illustrator). The deadline for
nominations is December 31 of each year.
Purpose
To encourage the artistic expression of the black
experience via literature and the graphic arts, including
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biographical, historical and social history treatments
by black authors and illustrators.
Selection Criteria;
(a) must portray some aspect of the black experience,
past, present or future
(b) must be written/illustrated by a black American
(c) must be published in the U.S. in the year
preceding presentation of the Award
(d) must be written for a youth audience in one
of the three categories listed below:
1. pre-school - grade 4
2. grades 5-8
3. grades 9-12
(e) must meet established standards of quality
writing for youth which include:
"clear plot
"well-drawn characters which portray growth
and development during the course of the
story
"writing style which is consistent with and
suitable to the age intended
"accuracy
(f) particular attention will be paid to titles
which seek to motivate readers to develop
their own attitudes and behaviors as well
as comprehend their personal duty and respon
sibility as citizens in a pluralistic society
(g) illustrations should reflect established qua
litative standards as identified in the state
ment below:
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illustrations should "heighten and extend the reader's
awareness of the world around him." They should
lead him to an appreciation of beauty. The style
and content of the illustrations should be. . .neither
copy nor condescending. . .Storytelling qualities
should enlarge upon the story elements that were
hinted at in the text and should include details
that will awaken and strengthen the imagination
of the reader and permit him to interpret the works
and pictures in a manner unique to him.3
Number and Frequency of Award
Two awards - one to an author and one to an illustrator
will be given annually. If, in the opinion of the Selection
Jury, there is no title which meets the criteria for either
category, no award need be given that year.^
Selection of Jury to Administer the Award
The Jury to be composed of seven librarians will be
appointed by the chair of the Coretta Scott King Award
Task Force with recommendations from Task Force members.
Jury members must be members of the American Library
Association and the Social Responsibilities Round
Table.5
Deadline for Nomination of Candidates
The deadline for submission of titles, authors, and
illustrators will be December 31st. The final decision
on award winners will be made by January 31st of each
year.6
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Selection of Books to Receive the Award
The members of the SRRT Coretta Scott King Award Jury
use the aforementioned criteria to select the books to
receive the award. The decision of the Jury is final.7
Announcement and Presentation of the Award
The awards will be announced and presented at the
function conducted by the SRRT Coretta Scott King Award
Task Force during the Annual Conference of the American
Library Association. Announcements to the library press
may be made during Black History Month (February) of each
year in which the awards are given.8
Form and/or Type of Award
A framed citation, an honorarium of two hundred fifty
dollars ($250.00), and a set of Encyclopedia Britannica
or World Book Encyclopedia will be given for each category
of the award to the author and illustrator.
Certificates will be given to the authors and illu
strators of books named as Honorable Mention.9
Coretta Scott King Award Seal
Lev Mills designed the Coretta Scott King Award Seal
in 1974. Classifying himself as a "Constructionist/1
Mills has received world acclaim as an artist. His work
has appeared in group and one-man exhibitions in the USA,
Great Britain, France, Holland, Sweden, and a seven month
exhibition and lecture-tour to East, West, and North Africa.
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Mills1 work can also be found in private and public col
lections at the Victoria and Albert Museum, London; the
British Museum, London; the National Library of Scotland,
Edinburg; the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris; the Library
of Congress, Washington, DC; the High Museum, Atlanta,
GA; and the Museum of Modern Art, New York.
He has published a book of etchings with poems en
titled, I Do, and some of his works are featured in the
following books: Art; African American; Black Artists
on Art; Afro-American Printmakers; and American Artists
Today in Black, Vol. I. He was commissioned to do three
glass mosaic murals for one of the rapid transit sta
tions in Atlanta.
The symbolism used in designing the seal was centered
around Dr. King's teachings and doctrines, and the purpose
for which the Coretta Scott King Award was founded. The
basic circle is used to represent continuity in movement,
revolving from one idea to another. Within the circle
is the image of a black child reading a book. The five
main religious symbols below the image of the child re
present non-sectarianism.
The superimposed pyramid has a double meaning. It
symbolizes strength, and also represents Atlanta University
(now Clark Atlanta University), where the award was head
quartered at the time the seal was designed. At the vertex
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of the pyramid is the dove, symbolic of peace, one of
Dr. King's doctrines. The radial shines toward peace
and brotherhood.
Since it was designed, the seal has been used to identify
the Award and Honorable Mention books in libraries and
bookstores across America. The bronze seal denotes a
Coretta Scott King Award winner, and the antique silver
seal denotes the publication as Honorable Mention.10
CHAPTER II
ENDNOTES
^American Library Association, 103rd Annual Con
ference. "15th Annual Coretta Scott King Book Award Pre
sentation" (Dallas, TX: ALA, 1984), 12.
2Ibid.
3American Library Association, Coretta Scott King
Task Force, Social Responsibilities Round Table, "Coretta











NATURE OP THE CONTENT
Content analysis, as defined by Ronald R. Powell,
is essentially a systematic, objective, quantitative ana
lysis of the occurrence of words, phrases, concepts, etc.
in books, films, and other kinds of materials.1 In
layman's terms, content analysis is finding a common bond,
trend, idea or behavior that will group research, data
or literature.
In this phase of the paper, the writer has arranged
each book by classification into general areas, in re
viewing each book for the nature of its content, books
may overlap into two or more areas. (Table 1 is a check
list of content by title).
A content analysis of the Coretta Scott King Award
Books for the period 1970 through 1990 reveals that:
28.1 percent are picture books; 28.1 percent are ju
venile literature; 25 percent are biographies; 21.8 per
cent are young adult literature; 12.5 percent are picture
books and 9.3 percent folktales. Of the 20 author award
winners, 40 percent are biographies; 30 percent are
24
TABLE 1
CONTENT ANALYSIS AND CHECKLIST OF
CORETTA SCOTT KING AWARD BOOKS
BOOK TITLES
Africa Dream 1978
Beat The Story Drum. . . 1981
Black Child 1983
Black Troubadour. . . 1971
Cornrows 1980
Dr. Martin Luther King... 1970
Duey's Tale 197b
Escape to Freedom. . 1979
Everett Anderson's. . . 19b4
Fallen Angels iy«y
The Friendship 1988
Half a Moon and One. . . 1987
I Never Had It Made 19/3
Justin and the Best. . . iy«/
The Legend of Africania 19/b
Let the Circle Be. . . iyb^
Long Hard Journey lyyu
Mirandy and Brother. . . 1989
Mother Crocodile 1982
Motown and Didi 1985
Mufaro's Beautiful. . . 1988
My Mama Needs Me 1984
Nathaniel Talking 1990


































































The People Could Fly. . .
Ray Charles
Seventeen Black Artists
Somethinq On My Mind
The Story of Stevie. . .
























































J - Juvenile Literature
PB - Picture Book
P - Poetry
YA - Young Adult Literature
to
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juvenile literature; 30 percent are young adult lite
rature; 10 percent are picture books; 5 percent are folk
tales and 5 percent are poetry books. Of the 12 illus
trator award winners, 58 percent are picture books; 25
percent are poetry books; 17 percent are folktales; 17
percent are juvenile literature; 8 percent are biogra
phies and 8 percent are young adult literature. Note:
Since award books have multiple content areas, percen
tages are not expected to equal 100%.
Biography is a written account of a person's life.
In this area, writers have given historical and factual
accounts of their life or of another person's life as
it was told to them, these books are: Black Troubadour
U971), Escape to Freedom (1979), I Never Had It Made:
The Autobiography of Jackie Robinson (1973) as told to
Alfred Duckett, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.: Man of
Peace (1970), Ray Charles (1974), The Story of Stevie
Wonder (1977) and This Life (1981). The common bond
linking these books is that each protagonist overcome
the odds or some type of hardship to become successful
in life. Whether because of a physical handicap, racism,
or a language barrier, these biographees all survived
to become important nationally known black Americans with
a legacy.
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Folktales are fictional, timeless and placeless
stories about animals or human beings. These tales
initially circulated orally among a people. Beat the
Drum, Pum-Pum (1981), Mufaro's Beautiful Daughters (1988)
and The People Could Fly (1986), are all beautifully writ
ten folktales with an important belief or moral. Two
of the books, Beat the Drum, Pum-Pum, and The People Could
Fly, use animals to relate a message about life to the
people. In Mufaro's Beautiful Daughters, the author uses
people to teach readers a lesson.
Picture books are written for early or younger readers,
in most cases, with very few words. It is a book that
consists wholly or chiefly of pictures. This is a large
grouping of books, that can be considered juvenile literature.
These are well-written and beautifully illustrated books
designed to entertain younger readers ages 3 to 8. The
books are designed to delight younger readers with pleasure
as the authors and illustrators, through pictures and
a story line, keep them amused with tasteful stories on
various topics. All the books use imagination to put
the reader between the pages and right into the story.
Africa Dream (1978), is a fantasy about Africa, the
faraway land. Cornrows (1980), is a book that gives the
history of cornrows or braids, as one learns about Africa
and African hairstyles. In Everett Anderson's Goodbye
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(1984), Everett comes to grips with the death of his
father. Half a Moon and One Whole Star (1987) sees Susan
sleep while everything around her continues to evolve.
In Mirandy and Brother Wind (1989), Mirandy wants to win
the CakeWalk Dance Contest, so she wants Brother Wind
to be her partner. Mother Crocodile (1982) is about a
mother crocodile who tries to tell her young about guns
and wars but, they will not listen, in My Mama Needs
Me (1984), Jason has a new baby sister and he thinks that
his mother does not need him anymore. Nathaniel, in
Nathaniel Talking (1990) raps about life. The Patchwork
Quilt (1986) is the story of a family that makes a quilt
out of old scraps. Although different in content, each
picture book's aim is to entertain through printed words
and lovely pictures, while at the same time to explore
a small part of African American culture.
Poetry is verse writing that is arranged to create
a specific emotional response through meaning, sound and
rhythm. Cornrows (1980), Everett Anderson's Goodbye (1984),
Nathaniel Talking (1990), and Something on My Mind (1979),
are books in verse form. These books put phrases, words
and thoughts together to talk about feelings, emotion
and life. Cornrows is a historical account of the corn-
row and braid hairstyles. This book also talks about
how life-styles and customs were seen in the various hair-
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styles. Everett Anderson's Goodbye is about a little
boy coining to grips with death, in Nathaniel Talking,
a little boy raps about life in general, while Some
thing on My Mind is an emotional book about one's
feelings. Even though different in context, each rea
ches the inner soul of the reader's emotions.
Juvenile Literature, stories written for young
readers, usually between the ages of 9 through 13. These
books may be fiction or non-fiction books. In The
Legend of Africania (1975), we learn that good over
comes evil in life. Something on My Mind (1979), dis
cusses emotions, feelings and life. Escape to Freedom;
A Play About Young Frederick Douglass (1979) talks about
his life as a slave and his ways of trying to escape
slavery for a better life. Young Landlords (1980) is
a story about five teenagers being placed landlords over
a run-down apartment building. The lessons they learn
about people turn out to be valuable experiences that
they can use throughout their lives. Beat the Story
Drum, Pum-Pum (1981) is a folktale that teaches about
life. Let the Circle be Unbroken (1982) and The
Friendship (1988), both discuss racism and life in
Mississippi. The People Could Fly (1986) is a collec
tion of African or slave folktales about a better life.
In Justin and the Best Biscuit in the World (1987) ,
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Justin learns a valuable lesson (about life and work),
one summer while visiting his grandfather's ranch. These
books are classified as juvenile literature. Although
fictional in nature, they teach a lesson about friends,
work, independence and life.
Young Adult Literature consists of works written
for older children or young adults, usually between the
ages of 13 through teenage years. These books may be
fiction or non-fiction. Some of the books are
historically authentic, well-written short novels.
Whether the subject is social injustice, as in Black
Child (1983), and Long Hard Journey (1990), each book
gives the reader a thorough account of life within its
covers. Seventeen Black Artists (1972) is about black
artists preserving their art craft. Fallen Angels (1989)
is about the Vietnam War; Motown and Didi in Motown and
Didi (1985) want a better life, in Sweet Whispers, Brother
Rush (1983), Tree must learn to accept her brother's death
and understand that her mother loved her brother very
much. Duey's Tale is about life, in that a seedling,
being separated from his mother, is learning to survive
with the help of his friends.
CHAPTER III
ENDNOTE
J-Ronald R. Powell, Basic Research Methods for





The annotated bibliography is arranged in chrono
logical order starting with the first book to receive
the Coretta Scott King Award in 1970 and ending with the
books that received the 1990 awards. Beginning with 1979,
■author' or 'illustrator' is noted beneath the year to
indicate the type of award received. Before 1979 only
author awards were given except for one book, Ray Charles,
which received both author and illustrator awards for
the 1974 Awards. Each annotation, whether for an author
or illustrator award winner, is listed per Turabian's
A Manual for Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and Disser
tations. Pagination, subject headings and classification
are added information.
The subject headings and classification for each
title were gathered from the Southwest Regional Branch
of the Atlanta Fulton Public Library. The Atlanta Fulton
Library System uses Library of Congress Subject Headings
and the Dewey Decimal Classification System for non-fiction
books. The classification and subject headings listed
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can be used in locating the Coretta Scott King Award books
in the Atlanta Fulton Public Library branches.
Coretta Scott King Award Books 1970 - 1990
1970
Patterson, Lillie. Martin Luther King, Jr.: Man of Peace.
Champaign, IL: Garrab Publishing, 1969, 96 pages.
An inspiring story of the life and times of Mar
tin Luther King, Jr. The author presents a complete de
scription of King's life starting from childhood to his
untimely death. The story develops with Martin, as a
child, learning about "walls," prejudices, and how he
would encounter these walls through life.
From an early age, Martin was aware of his destiny
and his spiritual ideas. His belief, early in life, was
that all men being created equal, should be able to live
in peace and love without fear of anyone. He developed
this idea into a dream and, wherever he spoke, he told
of his dream.
Because of the times and his mission, he had to
conquer the fear of death. A sudden shot put the dream
er to rest. On his tomb is engraved, "Free At Last,
Free At Last, Thank God Almighty, I'm Free At Last."
Ms. Patterson has done an excellent job of col
lecting material and writing an interesting and infor
mative book about Dr. King's life. The book is clear
and understandable for young readers as well as young
adults. It is a very thorough account of Dr. King's
life.
Subject: King, Martin Luther - Juvenile Litera




Rollins, Charlemae Hill. Black Troubadour: Langston
Hughes. New York: Rand-McNally, 1970, 143 pages.
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This is a rather glowing account of the life and
times of Langston Hughes, a poet, novelist, playwright
and journalist. He was a noted and brilliant writer who
flourished during the Harlem Renaissance, in looking
for his own place in life, Hughes was able to focus his
writing on his people and the times. He took advantage
of what was happening around him. Not satisfied to be
only a poet and novelist, he also became a newspaper
columnist. Through his exposure as a newspaper column
ist, he created various characters including Jesse B.
Simple.
Hughes had both good and bad times throughout his
life. It is said that through his writings he was able
to break down the walls between the races. This is a
good biography of Hughes and of his contributions to
society. The author notes that Hughes never lost his
sense of compassion or humor even when things were not
going his way.
in the book, there is a long and distinguished list
of prose and novels to Hughes' credit.
Subject: Hughes, Langston - 1902-1967
Classification: Juvenile Biography
1972
Fax, Elton C. 17 Black Artists. New York: Dodd, Mead,
1971, 306 pages.
17 Black Artists examines the lives and works of
17 black artists who labored and endured to create and
preserve their artistic craft. The book, in its pre
face and chapter on forerunners, examines the struggles
of earlier artists during the 1700s and the 1800s.
The artists about whom Fax elected to write are
true craftsmen in their own right. Each artist demon
strates true artistic beauty through form, style and man
ner that have set each apart from the other. There are
sixteen pages of black and white pictures of some of the
artists and their work.
The book's narratives are of individuals such as
Charles White, Jacob Lawrence, Romare Bearden and
Elizabeth Carlett, each of whom sought to express his
or her individuality through art.
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Subject: Afro-American Artists
Classification: Art - 709.73 Fax
1973
Robinson, Jackie. I Never Had It Made: The Autobio
graphy of Jackie Robinson, as told to Alfred Duc-
kett. New York: G. P. Putman's Sons, 1972,
287 pages.
The autobiography of a poor black Southerner who
became one of America's most celebrated baseball heroes.
He rose to fame in an arena where blacks were forbidden
and, through hard work and determination, he became the
first black professional baseball player in the major
leagues. He did not let disappointments or bigotry hold
him back. As the book indicates, Jackie was destined
for this to happen, in the sports world, he was con
sidered a talented and gifted athlete.
The book also talks about his personal life, fa
mily and successful business career after leaving the
world of sports. Jackie later became a civil rights ad
vocate and political spokesperson, in the end, as you






Mathis, Sharon Bell. Ray Charles. Illustrated by George
Ford. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1973, 31 pages,
Ray Charles, the book, is a biographical account
of the great musician, it tells of his pains, joys and
sorrows of growing up blind. Born in Albany, Georgia
in 1932, he moved to Greenville, Florida at an early age.
Ray Charles Robinson was not born blind. He lost his
left eye at the age of six and his right eye at the age
of seven. This book emphasizes Ray Charles' (he shor
tened his name by dropping the Robinson) determination,
independence and strength to succeed in a sighted racist
world.
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A gifted musician, he overcame many difficulties
and setbacks to become one of today's most celebrated
composers, singers and musical ambassadors. He proved
that if you want something badly enough and work hard
enough, you can triumph.
An excellent book for young adult readers. This
book is illustrated with remarkably strong and sensitive
illustrations of a musical genius.




Robinson, Dorothy W. The Legend of Africania. illus
trated by Herbert Temple. Chicago: Johnson
Publishing Company, Inc., 1974, 32 pages.
A colorful and delightful fairy tale about Prince
Uhuru and his beautiful wife/helpmate, Africania.
Africania was so beautiful that she angered the evil
spirit, Takata, who decided to destroy Prince Uhuru's
beautiful land and steal his most precious treasure,
Africania.
Takata puts a spell on both the Prince and Africania
to gain their friendship. Takata's evil trick worked
in her favor, for she chained Africania while the Prince
fell into a deep sleep. Africania was Takata's slave
who made glittering coins from plants. The prince, once
awaken, searched for his wife, going into distant evil
lands. When he found her, he was able to cut her free
and release others who had been in captivity for years.
Takata perished in her own evil. A colorful delightful
book for all ages. The pictures are bright and bold.
Subject: African - Fiction
Classification: Juvenile non-fiction 398.2R
1976
Bailey, Pearl. Duey's Tale. New York: Harcourt Brace
Jovanhovich, 1975, 59 pages.
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Duey's Tale is an elegant story of love, sharing,
responsibility and devotion, it's the story of a seed
ling, Duey, who is brushed away by the wind from his
mother, a strong and proud tree. Duey meets two friends,
a bottle called Slicker, and a log called Gabby, as he
is brushed further and further away from his mother.
Their adventures bring them closer and closer to
gether, teaching them to endure when all else has failed.
The three face danger, separation and a change in their
appearance, but they still remain friends and supportive
of one another.
This tale is really about life. Pearl uses ob
jects to reflect on human relations, desires and needs.
We all want something out of life, therefore, never let
anything or anyone hold you down or back. Duey's Tale
is a very uplifting and inspirational book, it was de
signed for readers of all ages. The print is large and
readable with beautiful charcoal gray drawings. The
pictures set your imagination in motion and before you
know it you are on a journey through life with Duey and
his friends. A very enlightening book.
Subject: Seeds - Fiction
Trees - Fiction
Classification: Young Adult Fiction
1977
Hastins, James. The Story of Stevie Wonder. New York:
Lothrop, Lee and Shepard, 1976, 126 pages.
In his early days, he was called a child prodigy.
The gifted musician, singer and composer triumphed over
blindness and a serious car accident to become one of
the country's most respected recording artists.
The story of Stevie Wonder gives an account of his
life starting from his birth to the 1970s. Steveland
Morris was born blind on May 13, 1950. Blind or handi
capped, whatever it was called, he did not let it hold
him back. As a child growing up, he played and fought
with his brothers and sisters.
Steveland Morris was discovered at an early age
in 1960 by a gentleman who quickly took him to Berry
Gordy. Berry Gordy liked what he saw and heard in this
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child and signed him to a contract right away. "Fin
gertips" was his first smash hit. It made him a star
at twelve years of age. Little Stevie Wonder was what
they called him. He was coached and professionally
polished for the entertainment road that was ahead.
Stevie took his music lessons seriously, for they
expanded his horizons for growth and knowledge. He
outgrew his Little Stevie Wonder image and it was a
challenge for him to grow both as an adult and as a
musician. Stevie wanted to learn about his heritage
and he became committed to racial equality and social
justice.
This is an excellent book about the life of Stevie
Wonder. It informs about the boundaries that most sight
less individuals have, but it also reveals that Stevie
did not let these limitations discourage him in becoming
what he is today.




Greenfield, Eloise. Africa Dream. Illustrated by Carole
Byard. New York: John Day, 1977, 26 pages.
A lovely fantasy about Africa, the faraway land,
as seen through the eyes of a child. Greenfield uses
poetic verse to bring this adorable imaginary story to
life. Imagine a wonderful life in long ago Africa,
where a child visits shops and buys pearls and perfume,
reads from strange old books and rides on a donkey's
back. The imagery and pictures are beautiful and the
reader is soon captured in this make-believe story.
When reading this book, let your imagination go and you
too may find yourself back-in-time -- a time of long
ago Africa, the Mother Land.
Subject: Africa - Juvenile fiction
Blacks - Juvenile fiction




Feelings, Tom and Grimes, Nikki. Something on My Mind.
New York: Dial, 1978, 32 pages.
Something on My Mind is a sensationally touching,
poetic book about emotions and sensitivity. The writ
ings and the drawings fit each other perfectly. The
bold portraits explode with feelings that pull you into
the tenderness of each phrase, each word, and each
thought. Something on My Mind reaches one's inner soul.
The waiting, the wanting, the wondering and finally, the
growing up that one does in his or her lifetime are all
expressed in this book, it explores one's expectations,




Davis, Ossie. Escape to Freedom: A Play About Young
Frederick Douglass. New York: Viking, 1978, 89
pages.
Ossie Davis presents an informative and entertain
ing play tailored for young people and featuring the life
and times of a youthful Frederick Douglass. Set in five
scenes, Davis interweaves dialogue and spirituals to set
the stage and mood for an emotional drama.
We find young Frederick discovering, at an early
age, that if a man learns to read, then he can no lon
ger be kept down as a slave. So, Frederick worked daily
to learn to read. After mastering reading, he decided
to learn to write so that he could forge his pass to
freedom.
Every setback only made Frederick want freedom and
knowledge a little more. Even when he was beaten and
broken, he dreamed of being free. But, mostly, he
dreamed of a new way of life. That dream slipped fur
ther and further away as he endured many years of cru
elty at the hands of slave masters because of his re
bellious and stubborn ways. Finally, his dream came true.
Frederick escaped to New York and freedom. Once free,
he sent for his bride-to-be and later went on to become
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one of the country's most noted orators. Frederick
Douglass also became an advisor to a president, an
author, a U.S. Ambassador, and a speaker for women's
rights. Frederick Douglass - an extraordinary American.
An excellent book for young adult readers.
Subject: Douglass, Frederick, 1817-1895 - Drama
Plays
Classification: Juvenile Drama 812.54D
1980
Illustrator
Yarbrough, Camile. Cornrows. illustrated by Carole Byard.
New York: McCann and Geoghegan, 1979, 48 pages.
A delightful book about two children learning from
their Mama and Great Granmaw the story of cornrow hair
styles. The children, Shirley Ann, called Sister, and
her little brother, Mike, called Brother, (also called
Me Too, by his sister), are told the ancient symbolic
history of the cornrow and braid hairstyles.
The book, written in poetic verse, tells how each
braided style has a name and how the braids identified
clans, villages, priest and royalty. Great-Granmaw
tells of the slave ships and how the Africans were packed
onto the ships and later auctioned into slavery. The
styles that once were symbolic of praise, then changed
to that of shame.
The illustrations are beautiful in gray, black and
white pictures. The pictures draw you into the story
and you feel yourself becoming a part of the book. Your
imagination lures you onto another continent - Africa.
Charming book for young adult readers.
Subject: Coretta Scott King Award Books - Ju
venile
Classification: Juvenile Picture Book
Author
Myers, Walter Dean. The Young Landlords. New York:
Viking Press, 1979, 197 pages.
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This is an entertaining story of how a young group
of black teenagers becomes owners of an old, run-down
city apartment building, called The Joint. What started
out as a goodwill community gesture to get the owner to
clean up the building, in turn, made the teenage group
landlords.
Paul Williams, fifteen and the eldest of the
group, became the leader, spokesperson and owner of the
building. The group (The Action Group), had to learn
how to survive with the day-in, day-out pressures of
running an apartment building. Plus, they had to find
the person or persons who stole the stereo equipment that
their friend Chris was accused of stealing.
Being apartment landlords made the group grow-up
fast; they soon learned that kindness and pity did not
mix well in the business world. Through hard work and
imagination, they were able to successfully make a go
of the building and find the thief. They were so
successful at running the building that they were asked
to run another building in the next block, interesting
reading for young adults.
Subject: Landlords and Tenant - Juvenile fiction




Bryan, Ashley. Beat the Story-Drum, Pum-Pum. New York:
Atheneum, 1980, 70 pages.
Beat the Story-Drum, Pum-Pum is a collection of
four folktales. There are three amusing animal tales
and one tale about a man and his many wives. The animals
take on human characteristics and walk and talk as humans.
The animals have human traits such as laziness, selfish
ness and stubbornness. The man with the many wives' tales
emphasizes forgetfulness. Each tale leaves the reader
with an important lesson or moral. As with Hen and Frog,
a person will only be exploited for so long. With the
Bush Cow and the Elephant, you either go along with the
rules or you will be banished. in the tale of the hus
band with many wives, he soon realizes that you must learn
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from your mistakes. As with the other two folktales,
humans are given an image of themselves at their best
and at their worst. These folktales explore ways of life
in a humorous manner. Good reading for all ages.
Subject: Folktales - Nigeria - Juvenile
literature
Folktales - African - Juvenile
literature
Classification: Juvenile literature 398.2 Beat
Author
Poitier, Sidney. This Life. New York: Ballantine
Books, 1980, 371 pages.
Sidney Poitier gives a rather candid view of his
life from Cat island in the Bahamas until 1980 when this
book was published. He was prematurely born on February
20, 1927 in Miami, Florida. Because of the state of his
birth, he and his parents were forced to be apart from
the rest of the family for three months. His fate was
predicted to his mother at a very early age (after his
birth) by a palm reader. The reader told Evelyn Poitier
not to worry about Sidney, that he would survive and
would grow up to be rich and famous. She also told her
that he would walk with and among royalty. Sidney's life
has brought him before royalty and he is indeed rich and
famous.
To get to that rich and famous part of his life,
Sidney tells of his hardships, desires, successes, and
family life. All through life he had to struggle to get
and keep what he gained. He had his background, color
and a language barrier to overcome, but overcome he did.
The book has pictures of his family and other note
worthy moments in his life, in all, as other reviews
stated, this is a good and refreshing account of the ac
tor's life. From rags to riches and from soul to soul,
he discovers himself. In his own unselfish way, he tells
others about his life. Good book for young adult readers.
Subject: Poitier, Sidney .
Afro-American actors - Biography




Diop, Birago. Mother Crocodile. Illustrated by John
Steptoe. New York: Delocorte, 1981, 30 pages.
Interesting African tale of a mother crocodile and
her young ones. Fooled into believing that their mother
is crazy, the young crocodiles yawn while she is talking
to them, not paying any attention. Her stories are of
long ago and not of modern times. They want to hear
crocodile stories, stories where crocodiles were gods.
They dreamed of faraway lands and waters. Their mother
told of men with guns, of wars, of rivers drenched with
blood. Because of these stories, they believed her to
be crazy.
Then the men with guns came, and the rivers ran
with blood. She tried to warn them, but they would not
listen, for they ate well. After the war, the men turned
and shot the baby crocodiles. They wished they had listened
for they would still have their skins.
The illustrations are of bold colors: blacks, greens,
blues and shades of pastels, in some cases the pictures
are clear and focused, in other instances the paintings
are cluttered and shadowed. John Steptoe used many illu
sions to illustrate this book to capture one's imagination.
Good reading and illustrations for all ages.
Subject: Crocodiles - Fiction
Classification: Juvenile Picture Book
Author
Taylor, Mildred D. Let the Circle Be Unbroken: Sequel
to Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry. New York: Dial,
1981, 394 pages.
A compelling novel about the life and times of a
Mississippi family (The Logans) in the 1930s. This story
highlights the injustices, economic poverty and brutality
of the times - times of a white governed society. This
was also a time when children respected and obeyed their
parents and elders. Family life was a close and caring
circle of extended family members - parents, children,
grandparents, uncles, aunts and cousins, all learning
to survive the cruelty of an anti-black South.
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At one point in the story, black and white share
croppers were victimized by the landowners and forced
to destroy a good crop of healthy cotton. This brought
about the attempt to organize black and white oppressed
sharecroppers and day laborers into one union. Blacks
and whites felt that they had been exploited far too long.
The book also focuses on sexual relations between blacks
and whites, the law and injustice, and racial pride.
The Logan children had to learn to protect themselves
in a white dominated society and they felt that the law
was not on their side. Good reading for young adult rea
ders.
Subject: Afro-American - Juvenile fiction
Depression - 1929- Juvenile fiction
Classification: Young Adult Fiction
1983
Illustrator
Magubane, Peter. Black Child. Pictures by Peter Magubane.
New York: Knopf, 1982, 102 pages.
A child's life in South Africa is the focus of this
book in pictorial form. The children of South Africa,
along with their parents, are oppressed daily; a life
time of being slaves in their own country. In a short
narrative and in black and white photographs, Peter
Magubane gives a rather shocking account of life for a
child in South Africa. In his introduction he talks
about the social, economic, political and educational
issues surrounding blacks in South Africa.
Trying to control blacks through education has been
one method used by the South African government. Harsh
rules have been established involving the language and
subjects taught in black schools. Children must attend
school and obey all rules or life will be made hard for
them and their parents. When the students boycott for
better conditions, stricter laws are made and enforced
to bring blacks further under white control.
The children, in most cases, are treated as adults
at an early age. The moment black children are born in
South Africa, they face oppression. The eldest child
is left at home to care for younger siblings. The el
dest child cooks, cleans, washes and pays bills, all of
which must be done correctly. Usually, there is little
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or no childhood for black children of South Africa. The
child labor laws protect only the white child. A black
child as young as nine can be found in the workforce on
a daily basis.
Peter Magubane's book gives a photographic account
of black childhood in South Africa. The pictures are
of real families and family life and are very depressing.
In most, you see children suffering from lack of food,
shelter and medical attention. They learn at an early
age how to be resourceful and to survive. The photo
graphs, although clear and sharp in nature, are dis
heartening and disturbing to view. Once you see the pho
tos you will not forget them anytime soon. Interesting
book for young adult readers.
Subject: Children, Black - South Africa - Social
Conditions - Pictorial Works
Classification: Young Adult Literature
Author
Hamilton, Virginia. Sweet Whispers, Brother Rush. New
York: Philomel, 1982, 215 pages.
Sweet Whispers, Brother Rush is a powerful story
of how a young girl, with the help of a ghost, learns
to deal with family life and her emotions. Teresa
(Tree), a fourteen-year old, must care for her brother
Dabney (Dab), while her mother works as a practical nurse.
Tree feels that her mother uses work to stay away from
her responsibilities and family.
Then comes Brother Rush, a ghost, who lifts Tree's
spirits and helps her get a grip on life and her family.
Not only does Brother Rush help her understand herself,
he helps her understand death. One of the hardest things
she has to accept is the death of her brother, Dab. She
loved her brother and now he is gone. She has to under
stand that he would hurt no more. The disease that Dab
nad was called Porphyria, where no light can touch the
skin. Tree found out that the disease came from Africa
probably with the slave trade, for it once was a white
man's disease, now it affected black men.
The death of Dab brings Tree and her mother Vy
closer together. They talk about death, family life and
life in general. Tree finally realizes that her mother
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loves her and Dab and that maybe she and her mother could
have a life together as a family. Excellent reading for
young adults.
Subject: Family problems - Fiction
Ghosts - Fiction
Classification: Young Adult Fiction
1984
Illustrator
Walter, Mildred Pitts. My Mama Needs Me. Pictures by
Pat Cummings. New York: Lothrop, Lee and Shepard,
1983, 32 pages.
Jason's mother has just brought the new baby home
from the hospital. Between tending to the baby and getting
her rest, Jason believes that his mother does not need
him. He refuses to play with his friends, and he refuses
milk and cookies from the neighbors. He does not feed
the ducks for thinking that he must be around the house
in case his mother needs him.
Only after helping his mother bathe the baby and
holding his little sister until she falls asleep does
he realize that his mother really needs him. His mother
tells him that she really wants him to play with his friends,
With this statement coming from his mother, Jason returns
to his friends and his regular routine of playing and
having fun.
The pictures are of bright, lively colors: pinks,
blues, greens, yellows, etc. All of the pictures are
clear and bold. The pictures enhance a good story. Won
derful book for young readers.
Subject: Afro-American - Juvenile fiction
Infants - Juvenile fiction
Classification: Juvenile Picture Book
Author
Clifton, Lucille. Everett Anderson's Goodbye. New York:
Henry Holt, 1983, 28 pages.
Lucille Clifton writes in poetic verse a beautiful
story of a little boy coming to grips with death. Everett
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Anderson confronts his emotions and the pains of reality
about the death of his daddy. As the book begins, he
learns to deal with the five stages of grief - denial,
anger, bargaining, depression and acceptance, in the
end, Everett states that "Love doesn't stop, and neither
will I." An emotional book, good for young readers.
Subject: Death - Fiction
Fathers and sons - Fiction
Classification: Juvenile Picture Book
1985
Author
Myers, Walter Dean. Motown and Didi. New York: Viking
Kestrel, 1984, 174 pages.
Motown and Didi have nothing in common. Motown
has lived in foster homes most of this life. Now living
in an abandoned, rat-infested building, he thinks he
does not need anybody at this point in his life. He's
a man and he can make it on his own. Didi lives with
her sick mother and her junkie brother in another part
of Harlem. Didi wants to attend college. She wants an
education. She feels that her life is not to be wasted
in Harlem in a small apartment, married with babies.
Motown and Didi meet by chance. That chance brings
them together for life. The more Didi fights their
relationship, the harder she is drawn to Motown, whose
real name is Frank.
They both want to clean up the streets of Harlem,
which are filled with dope dealers. They want to get
people like Touchy (a dope dealer) off the streets and
into jail. Cooperatively, their love and common sense
protect and bring them closer together. That close
ness will someday give them a chance to leave Harlem
for a better life.
Motown and Didi is a Harlem love story. It is
complete with all the scenery and happenings of a neigh
borhood ghetto. Police, winos, dope pushers, dope
dealers and even a college professor are all included
in this novel. Good reading for young adults.
Subject: Drug abuse - Fiction




Flournoy, Valerie. The Patchwork Quilt. Illustrated
by Jerry Pinkney. New York: Dial, 1985, 32 pages.
Something beautiful can come from something old
could be the theme of this book. Valerie Flournoy tells
a loving story of how a whole family helps to patch a
quilt together. The illustrations are bright and color
ful. Looking at the pictures makes one feel a part of
the family working on the quilt.
Tanya, her mother and grandmother work daily on
the quilt. When her grandmother takes ill, the whole
family pitches in to complete the quilt by summer.
Grandma has taken a piece of fabric from old clothing
from everyone in the family. Everyone is included in
the quilt but Grandma. To complete the quilt, Tanya
tips into her grandmother's room one night and cuts
scraps from Grandma's old quilt-to be added to the new
quilt. By June, Tanya's grandmother is better and the
quilt is finished. As they all sit around Grandma one
day examining the quilt, each family member sees a
little of themselves in the quilt. Because of the
extra attention given by Tanya to the family project,
Grandma and Mama dedicate the quilt to Tanya. Lovely
book for all age readers.
Subject: Quilts - Juvenile fiction
Afro-American - Juvenile fiction
Classification: Juvenile Picture Book
Author
Hamilton, Virginia. The People Could Fly; Black Ameri
can Folktales. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1985,
178 pages.
Virginia Hamilton pulls together a collection of
folktales and presents them in dialect. These are African
or slave tales. They represent the fears, sorrows, hopes
and joys of a people who were taken from their homeland,
bound and chained, never to return to their way of life.
Slaveowners forbade them to speak their own language,
but would not teach them to read or write. These stories
are in an English dialect that the slaves developed to
communicate with one another.
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These folktales are about various animals - the
wolf, fox, bear, snake, possum and turtle. These animals
take on the characteristics and voices of humans. They
are smart, tricky, clever, sly and dumb. They can be
heroes who outsmart the plantation owners. Also inter-
weaved in these narratives are tales of magic, super
natural beings and fantasy tales, especially of escaping
to freedom. At the end of each tale is an explanation
and/or history of the tale. Enjoyable for all age readers,
Subject: Folktales, Afro-American - Juvenile
literature
Classification: Juvenile - non-fiction 398.2H
1987
Illustrator
Dragonwagon, Crescent. Half a Moon and One Whole Star.
Illustrations by Jerry Pinkney. New York: Mac-
millan, 1986, 32 pages.
Susan sleeps while all around her night evolves.
Men work, ships sail and night creatures are awakened,
yet Susan sleeps. She is protected in her room under
half-a-moon and a whole star.
This book is beautifully illustrated. The pictures
are clear and bright and all the animals look alive and
real. Yet Susan looks content in her bed as she dreams
of yet another day. Night with its blackness and shadows
is just another part of the day. Tomorrow the sun will
rise to make another summer day. The night brings out
rich, mysterious sounds with half-a-moon and one whole
otar. Lovely book for young readers.
Subject: Bedtime - Juvenile fiction
Classification: Juvenile Picture
Author
Walter, Mildred Pitts. Justin and the Best Biscuit in
the World. New York: Lothrop, Lee and Shepard,
1986, 122 pages.
Justin, who lives in a house with three women (his
mother and his two sisters), believe housework is woman's
work. At ten years of age, Justin goes to visit his grand
father for the summer. While on his grandfather's ranch,
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The Q-T Ranch, he sees his grandfather doing all the house
work, for his grandfather lives alone.
While at his grandpa's, Justin learns more than
riding horses, tending ranch animals or riding fence.
He learns family history, information about black cowboys
and housekeeping. He also learns that making up a bed,
washing dishes, folding clothes, cleaning up a room, and
cooking can be easy if you learn the correct way to do
these things. When Grandpa wins first place in the biscuit
baking contest, Justin has second thoughts about cooking
and keeping house. His grandpa tells him that he learned
those things at an early age. When Justin returned home
he gleams with pride when he is able to cook dinner for
his mother and sisters. When they see his bed made neatly
and his room organized, they know indeed that Justin has
learned a lot that summer at grandpa's ranch. Good book
for young readers.
Subject: Sex roles - Juvenile fiction




Steptoe, John. Mufaro's Beautiful Daughters. New York:
Scholastic, Inc./Lothrop, Lee and Shepard, 1987,
32 pages.
John Steptoe illustrates this African folktale with
bold, brilliant colorful pictures. The illustrations
are breath-taking as you read an African Cinderella story
where good overcomes evil.
Mufaro has two beautiful daughters, Manyara, the
ill-tempered, nasty daughter who wants to be queen and
Nyasha, the happy, good-natured daughter, who only wants
to please everyone. Manyara picks at Nyasha daily, but
Nyasha never gets upset or tells her father about Manyara's
bad habits. As in a fairy tale, all ends well and Nyasha
marries the king and becomes queen and her sister Manyara
becomes the queen's servant. Lovely story for all ages.
Subject: Folktales, African - Juvenile literature
Africa - Folklore - Juvenile literature
Classification: Juvenile Picture Book
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Author
Taylor, Mildred D. The Friendship. New York: Dial,
1987, 53 pages.
In the 1930s blacks were not given any respect by
whites, especially in Mississippi, but blacks were to
respect whites regardless of age. This is a story of
an elderly black man, who wanted his white friend to keep
his promise, a promise that was made in good faith when
they were both younger. Mr. Tom Bee (who is black), wants
Mr. John Wallace (who is white), to remember that Tom
Bee saved John Wallace's life twice and for that reason,
John told Tom that he would always be his friend and for
Tom to always call him John. Back in the 1930s, this
was unheard of, a black man calling a white man by his
first name.
This is a compelling novel about friendship. Can
Mr. Tom Bee and Mr. John Wallace remain friends? Can
their friendship withstand Old Tom defiantly calling Mr.
John Wallace, 'John', in front of his family and other
white folk? The test came when Old Tom, in front of a
room of whites, called Mr. John Wallace, John repeatedly.
Now, most of the blacks and even Mr. John Wallace thought
Old Tom Bee had in his old years gone foolish in the head,
but Tom just wanted John Wallace to keep his promise.
On that hot day, in front of other white folk, Mr. John
Wallace could not take Old Tom calling him 'John' any
longer. He up and shot him in the leg for openly disre
specting him. And still, Old Tom, crawling in the dirt,
would not backdown. A beautifully written and pencil
illustrated book. Easy to read and understand. Good
book for young readers and young adults.
Subject: Prejudice - Juvenile fiction




McKissack, Patricia C. Mirandy and Brother Wind. Illu
strated by Jerry Pinkney. New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 1988, 29 pages.
Mirandy has her heart set on winning the Junior
Cakewalk Dance Contest. She needs a partner, and she
wants that partner to be Brother Wind. She tries hard
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to catch Brother Wind, even going to family members,
neighbors and friends to find out what she needs to do
to catch Brother Wind. Hours before the Cakewalk,
Mirandy is still trying to catch Brother Wind. Fi
nally she captures the Wind in the family's hen house.
Now she would win the contest for she has caught Brother
Wind. But fate was not with Mirandy, she ended up with
Ezel, a clumsy friend, as her partner. As they prance
and kick and turn from side to side, they danced with
grace and style. Mirandy and Ezel are so good that they
win the contest. Everyone said that "them chullins were
so light on their feet, that it was as if they were dancing
with the wind." Easy to read beautiful book for young
readers.
Subject: Dancing - Juvenile fiction
Winds - Juvenile fiction
Classification: Juvenile Picture Book
Author
Myers, Walter Dean. Fallen Angels. New York: Scholas
tic, 1988, 309 pages.
Fallen Angels is Richie Berry's account of military
duty in Vietnam, it is 1968 and Richie finds himself
on an airplane bound for Tan Son Nhut where he is assigned
to the 22nd Replacement Company for Orientation. On
route to his Alpha Company, he meets and becomes friends
with two soldiers. They talk about stateside, home, family
and what being enlisted in the military means to each
of them. They also discuss their fears of being in Vietnam
and the stories they have heard enroute, about the Viet
Cong or VCs.
Richie soon learns that friendship may be short
lived in Vietnam as he loses one friend on their first
patrol mission. Body bags, mine fields, trip flares,
M-16s and M-60 machine guns, all become a part of a sol
dier's nightmares. He began having trouble falling asleep
because of the gruesome stories told by officers and soldiers
about how the American soldier is tortured and harassed
by the VCs. Richie tries to forget where he is by thinking
of good times back home with his mother, brother and old
friends. But that's too short-lived, for he is in a hot,
muggy, rat and mosquito infested steaming jungle. Richie's
dream or prayer, if he has not used all his prayers, is
to make it home safely in one piece, interesting reading
for young adults.
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Subject: Afro-American - Fiction
Vietnamese Conflict, 1961-1975 - Ju
venile fiction
Classification: Young Adult - Fiction
1990
Illustrator
Greenfield, Eloise. Nathaniel Talking, illustrated by
Jan Spivey Gilchrist. New York: Black Butterfly
Children's Press, 1988, 30 pages.
Nathaniel B. Free raps about his philosophy of life.
He talks about turning nine years old, about knowledge,
about misbehaving, about education, and about remembering.
He then talks about his family, his mama, his daddy, his
grandma and his aunt. Through his rapping, he talks about
life in general. He believes that when he gets old he
will have all the answers he needs in life.
Nathaniel Talking is an array of life-like pencil
drawings, in shades of gray, black and white colors.
The illustrator made the pictures large enough to overwhelm
one's imagination. Nathaniel not only talks intelligently
through the vision of this artist, but he looks and behaves
intelligently. Good book for young readers.
Subject: Afro-American Children - Juvenile Poetry
Afro-American - Juvenile fiction
Classification: Juvenile Picture Book
Author
McKissack, Patricia and Frederick. Long Hard Journey:
The Story of the Pullman Porter. New York: Walker
and Company, 1989, 144 pages.
The McKissacks give an historic account of the Pull
man Porters and their union, The Brotherhood of Sleeping
Car Porters and their fight against the Pullman Company.
We read and learn of the struggle between black Porters
and a mega giant, George Pullman and his luxury sleeping
cars on wheels.
They were called Ambassadors of Hospitality because
of their undying service and devotion to the riders of
the rails. The Pullman Porters gave their loyalty to
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the company they served. Most of the porters were newly
freed slaves looking for work and a new way of life.
All they found were long hours, low wages and no respect
from their employer.
They served food, made-up berths and carried luggage
with that ever-gracious smile. That smile and service
brought more and more riders to the Pullman Company trains,
but only a long hard journey for the porters. At first
they were happy to be hired and treated as human beings
after leaving the plantation and slave life. But they
found Pullman rules and working conditions only a little
better. Pullman was only interested in the comfort and
consideration of the paying customers and not the em
ployees. To change their working conditions and low
wages, they formed a union called the Brotherhood of
Sleeping Car Porters, that came to be headed by Asa
Philip Randolph.
The Long Hard Journey is an interesting book that
gives a chronological history of unions and the modern
Civil Rights Movement. Even though it took years to
change the unfair labor practices within the railroad
system, it set the stage for what was to happen in later
years under the leadership of Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr. Excellent book for young adults.
Subject: Porters - Pullman Company - History-
Juvenile literature


























Escape to Freedom; A 1979
Play About Young Frederick
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Seventeen Black Artists 1972
Africa Dream 1978
The People Could Fly; 1986
Black American Folktales
Sweet Whispers, Brother 1983
Rush
The Story of Stevie Wonder 1977
Ray Charles 1974
Long Hard Journey 1990
Fallen Angels 1989
Motown and Didi 1985
Young Landlords 1980
Dr. Martin Luther King, 1970




Poitier, Sidney This Life 1981
Robinson, Dorothy The Legend of Africania 1975
Rollins, Charlemae Black Troubador; Lanqston 1971
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Taylor, Mildred The Friendship 1988
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Sweet Whispers, Hamilton, Virginia 1983
Brother Rush
This Life Poitier, Sidney 1981
The Young Landlords Myers, Walter Dean 1980
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THE CORETTA SCOTT KING AWARD
HONOR BOOKS FROM 1971 - 1993
AUTHOR AWARD







I Know Why the Caged
Bird Sings
Unbought and Unbossed
I Am a Black Woman
Every Man Heart Lav
Down
The Voice of the
Children
Black Means









































Fast Sam, Cool Clyde
and Stuff










Roll of Thunder. Hear Mildred D. Taylor
My Call
Quiz Book on Black
America
The Days When the
Animals Talked:
Black Folk Tales






Portia; The Life of
Portia Washington
Pittman, The Daughter
of Booker T. Washington
Skates of Uncle Richard
Justice and Her Bro
thers
Clarence N. Blake

























Man with a Mission
James Van Per Zee;
The Picture Takin' Man
Let the Lion Eat Straw
Don't Explain; A Song
of Billie Holiday
Rainbow Jordan
Lou in the Limelight
Mary; An Autobiography

















































An Enchanted Hair Tale
The Tales of Uncle
Remus; The Adven-












of a Fugitive Slave
Nathaniel Talking
The Bells of Christmas
Martin Luther King, Jr.
and the Freedom Movement
Black Dance in America



























THE CORETTA SCOTT KING AWARD
HONOR BOOKS FROM 1981 - 1993
ILLUSTRATOR AWARD
Honor awards for illustrator began in 1981,
TITLE
Grandmamma's Joy
Count on Your Fingers
African Style
Daydreamers
All the Colors of the
Race
































Lion and the Ostrich
Chicks and Other African
Folk Tales
C.L.O.U.D.S.
What A Morninq! The
Christmas Story in Black
Spirituals
The Invisible Hunters:
A Leqend from the Miskito
Indians of Nicaragua
Under the Sunday Tree
Storm in the Niqht
The Talkinq Eqqs
No award presented
All Night, All Day: A
Child's First Book of
African American Spirituals
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